TIBCO SPOTFIRE + ARRIA NLG

Instantly narrate your BI dashboard
“Identify opportunities faster than ever with
the #1 tool that turns data into language”

Two best-of-breed
technologies brought
together to transform your
BI dashboards

QUARTERLY ANALYSIS
Emerging Markets ETF Summary
Fund's highlights:
As of 2019-03-31, iShares Core MSCI Emerging
Markets ETF has invested in the Diversified Emerging
Mkts category with a Total Asset value of about
$59.298. Morningstar rates this fund as Above Average
for Return and Average for Risk over the last 3 years.
Fund's Net Asset Value:
The Fund's current NAV is $51.71, which has increased
from previous month's end. The Fund's 52 week NAV
range is $45.34 - 58.43.
Fund's Top Holdings:
• Tencent Holdings Ltd weighted 4.36% of Total Net
Assets. Last stock price was 361.00 HKD with a price
change of 1.25. The 52 week range is 251.40 - 431.60.
• Alibaba Group Holding Ltd ADR weighted 3.9% of
Total Net Assets. Last stock price was 182.45 USD
with a price change of 2.66. The 52 week range is
129.77 - 211.70.
• Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co Ltd
weighted 3.27% of Total Net Assets. Last stock price
was 245.50 TWO with a price change of 1.45. The 52
week range is 206.50 - 268.00.
• Samsung Electronics Co Ltd weighted 3.18% of Total
Net Assets. Last stock price was 44650.00 KRW with
a price change of -0.45.

TIBCO Spotﬁre with Arria NLG instantly turns your dashboard
(and all of its underlying data) into real-time, insightful narratives—
as if written by your company’s best subject matter experts.

Turbocharge your TIBCO dashboard by adding instant NLG
narratives. Arria NLG Studio For TIBCO gives you the ability to
create dashboards that are simpler and faster to interpret by
instantly generating expert narrative to accompany the visuals on
your TIBCO dashboards. Plus, it analyzes and narrates all the
underlying data to make sure you have the full picture—with no
hidden surprises. No interpretation necessary. You’ll receive
actionable intelligence for faster decision-making, improved data
understanding, and signiﬁcant operational efﬁciencies.
TIBCO Spotﬁre with Arria NLG lets you easily integrate NLG into
your current infrastructure—public cloud, private cloud, or
customer hosted—to accommodate your permissions and data
security requirements.

TIBCO.COM

TIBCO Spotﬁre makes it fast
and easy for everyone to
beneﬁt from data. The
platform delivers self-service
analytics for everyone and
works with all kinds of data:
data at rest and in motion
(including real-time
streaming data). It’s
completely reimagined user
experience helps people get
faster and better insights
from more data —and data as
it’s generated in real time.

Arria NLG is the global
leader in Natural Language
Generation (NLG)—which
transforms structured data
into natural language.
Through algorithms and
modeling, Arria software
replicates the human
process of expertly analyzing
and communicating data
insights—dynamically turning
data into written or spoken
narrative—at machine speed
and massive scale.

ARRIA.COM

A BREAKTHROUGH FOR TIBCO DATA ANALYTICS

Get straight to the facts by adding Arria NLG
to your TIBCO Spotﬁre dashboard

BEFORE
BEFORE — VISUALS ONLY: All of your data is displayed in the form of beautiful charts, graphs,
and other visuals. But, you still have to interpret what it all means—which takes time and is
often inconsistent and/or incomplete. And, often, may not be clear to non-analysts.

Weekly Analysis Digest
Global stocks rose this week as the ping-pong
game of sentiment around the trade conflict with
China took a positive turn. Although new tariffs
implemented by President Trump took effect,
investors were encouraged by mutual agreement
to renew high level talks. Reduced political
tensions in Hong Kong and around Brexit also
stoked enthusiasm. Friday’s jobs report was mildly
disappointing but markets again took the glass
half-full view and focused on increased odds of a
Fed rate cut later this month.
Outlook and Positioning
• We're seeing a lot of positive factors heading into
the latter half of 2019, including continued, albeit
slower, economic growth. Thus, we're cautiously
optimistic.
• Unemployment remains low and job growth has
been strong. More importantly, the U.S. Federal
Reserve's dovish stance has been supportive of
global stocks.
• In order to gauge the health of the economy, we
continue to closely monitor factors such as
interest rates, energy and commodity prices,
inflation and the unemployment rate, as well as
the housing market.
Major Events
• Tuesday – ISM manufacturing index signaled a
contraction for the first time in three years.
• Wednesday – Hong Kong Chief Executive Carrie
Lam withdrew the extradition bill.

AFTER
AFTER — VISUALS + ARRIA NARRATIVE: By adding Arria NLG to TIBCO Spotﬁre, expert text
narratives are instantly created to accompany your visuals giving you an overview of what exactly is going on, and what potential actions should be taken—based on your entire dataset, not
just the visuals. No interpretation necessary.

TIBCO.COM

ARRIA.COM

Typical Use Cases
Enterprise Report
Automation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proﬁt & Loss
Balance Sheet
Cash Flow
Revenue / Sales
Expense Variance
HR Performance
Trend Analysis
Marketing Campaigns
Credit and Risk
And more...

Investment Report
Automation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AML – Fraud Detection
Attribution Commentary
Fund Commentary
Market Update
Portfolio Performance
Risk Analysis
Stress Testing
Trade Activity
Wealth Management
And more...

Marketing & Sales Report
Automation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Channel Synchronization
Digital Marketing Analysis
Lifetime Value Analysis
Marketing KPI Report
Monthly Sales & Revenue
Pricing Analysis
Sales Cycle
Sales Forecast
Sales Territory Analysis
And more...

How to Get Started with Arria NLG
Arria has a simple add-in for TIBCO Spotﬁre. Get the add-in here:
https://samples.arria.com/v2-tibcospotﬁre
Once installed in the TIBCO Spotﬁre Server by
your systems administrator, it will be available as a
custom visualization in TIBCO Spotﬁre Analyst on
your machine. With Arria’s add-in, you get three
options for adding narratives to your dashboard:
Out-of-the-box insights. This option lets you tell
the add-in what it needs to know to automatically
generate insights from your dataset. In the addin’s UI, this is called Conﬁgure Narrative.

Extendable insights. In this option, you are able
to quickly customize the out-of-the-box narratives
by revising narrative scripts in NLG Studio
Programmable narratives. This option gives you
the most ﬂexibility, and enables you to create
your own custom narratives for speciﬁc use cases,
with the full programmability of NLG Studio. In
the add-in UI, this is called Create Custom
Narrative.

“Huge step forward for BI dashboards”
“Adding the natural language capabilities of Arria enables users to obtain dynamic interpretations
of data science and visual analyses..”
— Michael O’Connell, Chief Data Analytics Ofﬁcer, TIBCO

For more information, including a demo tailored to your
speciﬁc use-case, please contact sales@arria.com
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